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Some Characteristics of Chinese Literary 
Criticism 

by Ngan Yuen-wan* 

George Watson in The Literary Critics says, lIt was Dryden who first 

used the word 'criticism', in print at least, in the now familiar sense 

of 'any formal discussion of literature'!) J 

If 'criticism' must be 'formal discussion of literature' as Dryden sug

gested, there is no justification for writing this essay, or anything dealing 

with the topic referred to in its title. For, with the possible exception 

of contributions made by a handful of 'critics' such as Liu Hsieh ?t?li~~, 

(465?"-'520?), Chung lung i:mJ~(469-516), Yen Yil ~~(fLca. 1200) 

and Yeh Hsieh ~~~Cl627-1703), literary criticism was never taken 

seriously by the Chinese, certainly not until the last few decades, after 

the May Fourth Movement. When over nine tenths of what we regard 

as 'criticism' becomes questionable, in the light of Dryden's statement, 

one cannot help asking if it makes sense to write about Chinese literary 

criticism at alL Thus, if a study on Chinese literary criticism is to be 

undertaken, the first concession modern scholars have to make is to 

drop the notion that 'criticism' has to be 'formal', and accept the fact 

that in the Chinese tradition, critics do not usually adopt a serious 

attitude in discussing literature and most ofthe extant 'critical' writings 

are far from being systematic explorations of literary criticism. 

* Chinese Univery of Hong Kong, Lecturer 
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1) P. 3, George Watson, The Literary Critics [Pelican, F173 ; first publi
shed in 1962J 
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The light-hearted attitude is a dominant feature of Chinese literary 

criticism. Evidence to· support such a statement is not far to seek. 

True, there are innumerable professedly critical writings on dHferent 

generes of Chinese literature, such as shih (poetry) W, tz'u (poetry) 

W"l, hsi-ch'ij tilill (musical drama), fu ~,!il; (rhyme-prose), wen j( (prose) , 

p'ien wen !IDfx (parallel prose) and pa-ku-wen /\!N:x (eight-legged style 

essay). However, these writings are all in the form of either hua ~j5 

(talks), t'an ~(chats), tun 3iiBCarguments), p'ing fW(occasional remarks) 

or chi fiE (recorded sayings), none of which rises above the level of 

casual discourse in presentation. 

Further, it is interesting to note that, more often than not, the most 

important views of a critic are not preserved in his shih-hua jl~~j§ 

(remarks on poetry) or wen-t' an X~ (discourse on literature) kind of 

works where he is supposed to voice his opinion on literary issues. 

Instead, they are discoverable in unexpected sources: shu i! (letters), 

hsu )j; (prefaces), du-shu-hou PJl!=f& (reflections recorded after reading) , 

chuan ~ (biographies), mu-chih-ming £itt~ (epitaphs) pi-chi ~~c 

(notes), chu-shih f;±~~ (annotations) and hsiian-chi ~'lIi* Of tsung-chi *~ 

~ (anthologies). 

The practice of exchanging literary ideas through correspondence 

first became popular in the Wei Dynasty tJt (220-265) and remained so 

throughout the Six Dynasties /'\l!iJ:) (circa 3rd to 6th century) to the 

present century. And since the time when critics first· chose such a 

form of communication, letters have come to be the richest mines of 

critical opinions. 

Shen YUeh tt%:J(441-513) 1U "Yu Lu Chlieh Shu" #El~I£l:i!H"a Reply 

to Lu Chiieh's Letter") cr~HTK i±72-.J:99) stresses the importance of a 
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skilful manipulation of tones and rhymes in literary writings. 2) Hsiao 

kang JIff*llM(Emperor Chien Wen Ti tJ;1)(w, relgnmg 550-551) attacks 

the notorious practices of plagiarism and slavish imitation in literary 

activities and calls for individuality and novelty when he writes to his 

brother Prince Hsiang Tung, Hsiao Yi (fllU~xJflW~:¥, who succeeded him 

as Emperor Yiian Ti /GW and reigned from 552 to 555).3) In the 

correspondence betwenn Li Meng-yang '$~~ (1472-1529) and Ho 

Ching-ming fPJJltJjJj 0483-1521), we witness how the two arbiters of 

taste among the Former Seven Masters(iW-\::;r ch'ien ch'i tzu) of the 

Ming Dynasty JjJj (1368-1644), who began their friendship with mutual 

admiration of each other's critical perceptIon, finally, through a few 

discussions. on poetry and prose by exchange of letters, ended up ill 

mutual hostility. 4) Letters, especially those of the Ming and Ch'ing 

Periods m0644-1911), have gained for themselves the status of being 

authentic records of arguments about controversial literary questions 

between rival cliques-the kind of authenticity that is nowhere to be 

found in any other type of critical writing. 

Letters are indispensable research material III a thorough study of 

Chinese literary criticism; so are prefaces. Prefaces can be divided into 

two categories: those attached to one's own works, and those written 

for the works of others. They are, however, similar in the way they 

serve to reveal the views of their authors. 

It is obvious that the "Shih-ta-hsii" (~**FF"Great Preface to the 

Book of Songs") by Wei Hung 1lJ2(dates uncertain), though not 

2) See ~~Wi.(~~Jt~=+ /~) 
3) See ~;~!nIEE"(~~Jt~+-) 
4) See *.~1~1oJE:IDfIiJt •. :jfj:~-fiil'E:.(;?;gfiJ~5(t/",--j>-) ; 1oJ~aJl~*;?;graJ~ 

~~.(*fl~5(t-+=) 
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primarily intended to bean exposition of his poetic creed, is the most 

authoritative and influential piece of Chinese literary criticism ever 

written. From its unchallenged orthodoxy, later critics never hesitated 

to draw inspiration and nourishment. Kao Ping mil*(1350-1423) in the 

preface to his T' ang-shih p'in-hui (J;I'fMrrTI'lj; A Classified Anthology 

of t'ang Poetry) divides the T'ang Period ~lf(618-907) into four distinct 

ages: early(70 ch' u), golden (J,1£ sheng), middle (r-p chung), late (llf,Bwan) , 

and emphatically states that the "golden Tang" was the culminating 

period of Chinese poetry. A cursory glance at the history of the literary 

critcicism of the Ming and Ch'ing Dynasties is enough to give one an 

impression of the vast influence Kao exerted on later critics. 5) Disputes 

between critics of these periods rarely excluded the question whether 

T'ang poetry, in particular that of the "golden" period, or Sung(* 

960-1280) poetry was to be favoured. Short prefaces to specific pieces 

of writing also reflect a writer's critical attitude. Tso Szu's :tc.Hl;,(250? 

"'-'305?) preface to the "San-tu-fu" (-'!'lIWIT\ "On the Three Capitals") 

demonstrates his insistence on an accurate delineation of feelings and 

things in fu writings. 6
) From the preface to the poem "Ming-yueh

p'ien" (fL~}j:Rl "The Bright Moon"), we realize Ho Ching-ming rated 

Wanng Po(::E:s3i] 650"-'675), Lo Pin-wang(l!i1i1'"L=E. ?"'684), Lu Chao-lin 

CllJini{\~ll\ 637"'689?) and Yang Chiung(f.:%:(r~ dates uncertain) more highly':~ 

than Tn FnO:n~ 712"-'770) when it came to the composition of ch'i-yen 

ke-hsing C-G ,3 \~~fJ- Seven-character 'Ballads') which, according to Ho,mnst 

5) One may consult gg~~,!=~§I~H#ar,i:l; }Jt~ : rEJl5!:!.Jt~j~Hl'lj':$EJl;zttt, ijt: 
MU~.R*_ ~.* .. , ffl~~~¥~~., ~~~~,~~%.~~JIt. 
7" ,~~t>- OI<--'.--',-'~-€F.U-~",*,- ,U-~""'-itl-i'" oE-'--',-'TY.l<+A",,-,*,- ,*,Lt--"'--\i[..\rmlllm, Jj;S-Ef~iJrtI'~;:t)~-':3:JV-A1 .LJ-t....'-'-'l-J4.~~:::f;>+·;.1f.; 'j:5.:rEr..c.rI"\n~!J\L.!:!..~, PJ\!J.- ~~ 

16:ft't jl1J , :J}] ~ ft)z if, l' fltEi:mt -J (,g ~ Il-i\ -t ~IL) 
6) See ::::.ti~Jme(Jt~~[9) 
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be simple and musical.7) As for prefaces written for the works of others, 

they too throw light on a critic's thinking. It is not an uncommon 

phenomenon to have a mass of praises and favourable comments on 

the work, preceded or followed (depending on individual practice) by 

an account of the critic's own literary outlooks. 

"Reflections recorded after reading" is another type of writing where' 

we can easily discover critical comments. This is not surprising. Often, 

a reader records his immeditate response after reading it book. "Reflec

tions recorded after reading" are, in a way, book reviews, i.e., their 

nature and concern are akin to book reviews as they are known in the 

West, only that the manner of treatment is much more casual and thus 

are often ill-organised and lacking in objectivity. Since no one would 

question the standing of book reviews in Western literary criticism, I can 

see no reason why their Chinese counterpart, though less formal, should 

be slighted. Indeed, Ch'ien Ch'ien-i(~il1fi:9: 1582-1664) provides us with 

a good example of how important "reflections recorded after reading" 

is in Chinese literary criticis. Ch'ien demonstrates this by quoting a 

few of Wang Shih~chen's(::EtLt~ 1526-1590) "reflections recorded after 

reading" written in the latter's old age as evidence, and with an asto

nishingly confident air, puts forward the argument that "in senility, 

Wang regretted and nullified the critical beliefs of his youth." 8) 

7) See aJlFUi*pt;(jd~!l5{tiTrm) 
8) Cf. ~1j~JU~!l 1*:Pf:lfj*~+f'\\\J : 1::E7l:~C::Et!tiiJ .iffi5.!Ir!i~1fffb,: IT' #i 
.~~*~~~~.~~m, m~*~ ••. ~mfi~, U~T~m-, m4 
Wl.Z. *6EIj~. ;g;1lI-l@ltJ±',; liiif*RH~z1'l'~. l3;lE:xJmF""-TI\t)'[*. It;-~ 

***~~~m!f!. illl.Xz,;tli;, l&;lt*1VIWi!ll~jjijmiQ)(z. J;.u:~*m:tlllJJ!::. FlU:'i't 
?f~TZ~ 1l13~Z*I\.lt, ... L;m, ~Z~, t1ll.fif)(jf§. llJli~t:ttkjjijj}1~;Y*. :n:; 
-M<s'--<"_± =~g:'l>--<"!;'(9 ""' xa"'iI;_''''--<''gh-::!!:'* '" *[jIi'/'cF' ,",'.,linK ± ~Ji;"~L.Il~lc.," .::±:::.i:iI';:l:D<;/./L-[.::lP·J, T, :J~P'*I:,-yLd~Ji5J· LX.7~.'lG""" /f;\i-I1'IT, Ir,::. • 

••. •• ~~ ••• ~~, I3m~~ftZ •. jjij~;lt~~~~~. ~.~~ 
~fff. =3&;f,~'" J (P'i~) 
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Far from being irrelevant to the present discussion are epitaphs and, 

perhaps even more so, biographies. Clearly, it is not unusual for a 

writer to recount the life of his subject first, and then proceed to,Cpass 

judgment on his subject's literary achievements, and to voice his opin· 

ions on how certain literary problems should be interpreted and could 

be dealt with. Again, Ch'ien--'i supplies us with a good example in the 

"hsiao chuan" !N~ (short biographies) attached to his anthology the 

Lieh-ch' ao shih-chi (1Uifi)]~1t An Anthology of Ming Poetry) in which 

he supplies us with 'potted biographies' of most of the major poets of 

the Ming Dynasty, as well as critiques of their literary performances. 

Shen Ylieh's "Hsieh Ling--ylin chuan-lun" (Wltf)Ji(~[[{~JBflli "Biography of 

Hsieh Ling-ylin") (%Jt~~ 384-433) in the Sung Shu(*i~ History of 

Sung) (* 420-479), notwithstanding its limitation in scope when com

pared with Ch'ien's work, also illustrates my point. In it, Shen gives 

an analytical account of the development of literature from as early as 

the Yii )$t and Hsia 2l periods(circa 21st to 16th century B.C.) down 

to the Sung period of the Six Dynasties. 9) 

Notes and annotations are not lacking in critical value either. It was 

a common practice for men of learning to put pen to paper, often in 

informal note form, and express at random their impressions of things 

that have aroused their curiosity. The. range of their interests may be 

wide, but there is no doubt that literature was always one of the topics 

that they frequently concerned themselves with. No one can deny that,. 

Shen K'uo's(tt;jj5 1029-1093) Mengch'i pi-t'an(?lJ>ljj/ffffllk Meng ch'i's 

Journal), Hung Mai's(~i@!; 1123-1202) Jung-chai sui-pi(~~~~ A 

Collection of Notes of Jung-chai) and Wang Yii-yang's(.=E~,f'F: 1634-
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1711) Hsiang-tsu pi-chi(1lijj1!t~f!;~G A Collection of Notes of Hsiang tsu) , 

are crucial to a proper understanding of the three authors' respective 

critical theories. Annotations, irrespective of their form (whether they 

are marginal notes, footnotes or lengthy commentaries) are, in no less 

a way, essential material for a rounded picture of a critic's mind. Should 

anyone doubt the validity of this statement, he need only be asked to 

consider the numerous annotated editions of Tu Fu's poems. The 

tremendous variety and diversity in appreciation and interpretation by 

different commentators of a single poem will simply force him into the 

conclusion that annotations do reveal a commentator's critical beliefs. 

To understand the importance of anthologies, one need only draw 

a comparison between Wen-hsin tiao-lung::YAAmRE The Literary Mind 

and the Carving of Dragons) or, for that matter, Shih-p' in (~';NIb A 

Gradation of Poets), and Hsiao T'lmg's(;l\\\t5E 501"-'531; Chao-ming 

wen-hsiian([:;Srf)l:Y.:~ An Anthology of Literary Writings). Both Wen

hsin tiao-lung and Shih-p'in are, by cesign, works of literary criticism; 

but they exerted hardly any influence in their own time, and only 

rarely. were they referred to by men of letters of the T' ang and Sung 

periods. Shih-p'in,. especially, was not really known until as late as the 

Ming and eh'iug periods. On the other hand, what happened to 

Chao-ming wen-hsiian was quite different. From Hsiao Kai (J:'1WtJ<: dates 

uncertain), T'so Hsien(WI~ alive circa Liang m 502-557 of the Six 

Dynasties to early T'ang) to Li Shan('$% ?-689), Hsii Yen-kung(ijq: 

~1} dates uncertain), and Sun Luo ~1*;i$ dates uncertain) of T' ang 

times, "hsiian-hsiieh" ~~(specialised litudy of the Chao-ming wen-hsuan) 

gradually came to be regarded as an independent branch of scholarship. 

And since then, Chao-ming wen-hsiian has not only' come to be studied 
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by all subsequent gnerations, it has also exercised a great influence on 

readers and writers. 

Chinese literary criticism 1S, as we have seen, characterised by a 

light-hearted attitude and a rather casual approach to literary issues, 

consequently, the critical writings available to us are distributed over 

an exceptionally wide range of sources. 

Another character~stic is the peculiar nature of the problems that the 

Chinese critics seek to deal with. The main concerns of the Chinese 

critics are: to trace the development of the literary genres and to disc-

over the "masters" in each of them; to appmlse and rank writers in 

literary hierarchies; to give instructions 0:1 rules and standard methods 

of writing; and to provide miscellaneous information about writers and 

their work. 

"Genre theories" are almost an obession v/i6 the Chinese critics from 

the earliest times. The first manifestations of the interest in genres 

took the shape of attempts at distinguishing one literary form from 

another, attributing to each form particular qualities that were supposed 

to be unique. Ali-cady in the "Shih-ta-hsli" we can discover an example 

of such attempts. The strict division or shih poetry into fellg ERl sung 

liB and ya '!fit each with its own distinctive language, function, etc. 

is an unmistakable case of genre critici.sm, From then on, the necessity 

to recognise and consequcntly to follow the genius of a form in com-

position gained increasing attcntion. Ts'o P'i(","':::r IS-,' -'.Jorl)-) 
,I-I~, ~ in his 

"Tien-Iun lun-wen" (jJf!.~1fij3ilH)C "Classical Essays~Essay on Literature") 

discusses the special features of four literary genres and the number 

lllcreases to ten in Lu Chi' s (r~~ 261-303) "W en-fn" C:Y::~Jit "Rhyme

prose on Literature") and further swells to thirty-eight in the hands of 
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Hsiao T'ung in his Chao-ming wen-hsiian. 101 With the passage. of time, 

as is to be expected, genre criticism becomes more and more sophisti

cated. Liu Hsieh in his Wen-hsin tiao-lung, which consists of fifty chap

ters, devotes half of the book toa detailed discussion of the various 

genres. He gives us a definition of every genre, traces its origin and 

development, explores its diversity and variety, points out its masterp

ieces and expert writers, and finally elucidates its function and methods 

of composition. Moreover, he also indicates the differences and relation

ship among the different genres. Since Liu, genre theory has never 

ceased to be a subject of interest to the Chinese critics. 

To rank writers in a hierarchical ord~r is another activity the Chinese 

critics regard as legitimate and important. Chung Jung is the best 

known pioneer of this branch of criticism. In Shih-p'in, Chung Jung 

arranges with great care a hundred aC1d twenty poets into a three-tiered 

hierarchy of upper, middle and lower "p'in" r:fn (classes or levels). He 

also presents the poets in an historical p~rspective to· give his reader a 

clear notion of how a poet is indebted to his literary predecessors and 

where he stands among his contemporaries. This type of criticism 

prevailed, without interruption, till the Sung Dynasty when Yen Yu 

introduced a notable "improvement" to it. In Ts'ang-lang shih-hua Cm 
?~iil~fli Ts' ang-lang' s Remarks on Poetry), Yen is not content with the 

earlier practice of merely discriminating the good writers from the bad 

and tracing their lineage. He even .suggests that one should imitate the 

good and condemn the second-rate.n l His example was followed and 

made more rigid by the Former and Latter Seven Masters of the Ming 

10) See~~!lI!~~Jt(Jtlli~3i+=), ~t1tJt~(JtlW~+-l::;) 
11) See .~;i;~~:Ij~rlfflJR J 
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period who eventually came to believe: "In prose, one should learn 

only from the Ch'in and Han writers(~ 221-206 B.C., j!: 206 B.C.-

220); in poetry only from the Golden T'ang, poets."12) And in spite of 

the attacks these Masters encountered, critics of later generations do 

not seem to have been discouraged at all in the activity of ranking and 

grading writers. Even modern critics vlIestIe with the age'old question 

of whether Tu Fu or Li Po(:$;'3 701-762) is a better poet. 

Critical works which remind us of recipe-books or encyclopaedias, 

and are intended to teach the reader how and what to write, are 

abundant. That critics should involve themselves in such uninspiring 

criticism is not totally beyond comprehension if one IS aware of the 

main factor that determines the popularity of particulc.r literary genre~l 

in particular periodJ. A literary genre nDurished chiefly because of the 

patronage of the ruli:1g class. \Vhen the e:npe,ors of the H&n Dynasty 

loved to read fu and on raany occasion~ Jl:,ade courtiers, of outstanding 

fu writers, as in the cases of Ssu-ma Hsiang-ju(tlJ.I~!\ji:§.iir; ?-1l8 B.C.) 

d Y H . "la,!'r, ~3 18 Be' ' f' 1 't an ang slUng'10),/£ a,-, .. j, men 0 eters of that period 

anxiously practised in the composition of that genre. When the T' ang 

rulers had a taste for chin-t'i-shih ~IJ]£%, (Regulated Verse) and made 

it a subject in the civil e}~amination, intellectuals of that time eagerly 

cultivated their talents in the "appropriate" field. This being the case, 

in a culture in which lite:ature was viewed by many as a means by 

which one could gain social or political advancement, and not basically 

12) Cf. aJl5!'. 1*li!i~Jl:~~ : ~~~::f,\!!,kl1t, Jl',~l;J,W:i3 EiJin. 5MiHIif, '*~~** 
""" -1:- -;ff -lili Ole: -r .£..,. )'l' c'c.· '7 ........ X"" '''~ -g- "";;>"' IE' 'oc;' "<' ,N, "'" .":i!; "*' ,N !!", I!t< .. ~ liJ'J-=t:.Y-.1n, A J" .WL;'\';~('_' '37'l~1iiJ~7~~,J:J, J;:;-! t:=J '-x'-~''5R, ~, jitr~':'iTI:tli5, -]1--

)'J':~7~ffi. . .. xljl-~aJl U*J ~~ 9I!n (jiJ1t, CllltJilij, C::EJjJ.)~, ::E~:fll.!Jt~-!:: 

::fT, ~"'.l1f.ffrJil.-tI±···ill~~WJ, *,~lTh, ::Ei!!:tii±\, **J;,(~*. ::Kr11t*" 
fliT, ::E, *' ~ TIJ:;i;:*, 1!f;;F 'f?);'7: A ~. J ( 5(f = s J\ +;;'\ ; 
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as an expression of feelings and emotions, the existence of recipe-books 

and encyclopaedias of literature is easy to understand. Surely only a 

genius can write well without training and guidance. It was in the 

interest of the less gifted writing majority that Chinese critics time 

and again "chivalrously" took up the humble but useful task of setting 

down rules, expounding standard methods of composition and providing 

miscellaneous information about literary figures and writings. 

The looseness and imprecision of the critical language is yet another 

feature of Chinese literary criticism. Actually, when such a large num

ber of Chinese critics were unsure of the nature of the critical activity 

and the kind of criticism they were engaged in, the fact that weak

nesses are found in the language they used is simply a logical though 

unhappy result to be expected. 

First of all, Chinese critical language is often unsatisfactory because 

of the lack of useful definitions even for the key terms. Traditional 

critics never took the trouble of defining a word or term before they 

employed it, paying no attention to the fact that the word or term 

might have been so much bandied about that it had ceased to have 

any solid and accurate meaning. Even critics trained in modern schola

rship commit the same error. Kuo Shao-yii's(¥~M:l~ a modern scholar) 

Chung-kuo Ulen·hsueh-p'i-piing shihC9=JjjjXJ)[~jltlif9: A History of Chinese 

Literary Criticism) is an example. Kuo persistently classifies ancient 

critics into up' ai" Wf (schools) of ke·tiao i'frW/lJ, shen-yun $II~ and hsing

ling 11~, but hardly ever supplies clear definitions of the labels he 

uses. Thus, just as the highly recurrent words of ancient literary criti

cism such as hsing 110, ch'ing ffl. shen jji$, yi!it, ch'i~, shih ~ are 

undefined and left to speak for themselves, so are Kuo's ke-tiao, shen-
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yun etc. 

The imprecision of language caused by the absence of accurate defini

tions makes. Chinese critical writings elusive. lnappropriate choice of 

modes of expression has much the same effect. Essentially, literary 

criticism is an exposition of one's personal opinions on literary issues, 

and to facilitate comp~ehension, a plain, simple and straightforward 

style seems best suited to the purpose. However, Chinese literary 

criticism is far too often presented in an undesirably ornate style. Lu 

Chi in "\Ven Fu" propounds his critical theory in the fu form. Liu 

Hsieh, on the other, uses parallel prose to express his ideas throughout 

the Wen-hsin tiao-Iung. Tu Fu and YUan Hao-wen (JCtifr~~ 1190~ 1243) 

employ the chueh-chU ¥§.1l].(the 'Quatrain') as a vehicle to convey 

their poetic theories. B) True, there is variety in the modes of 

expression the critics choose, but "inarticulateness" is the common 

weakness they share. And when we take into consideration the fact 

that these are but a few critics, among hundreds and thousands, refer

red to for the sake of illustration and not as the only culprits in this 

direction, we can easily understand why looseness of language must be 

faced as a problem in Chinese literary criticism. 

Although I have, in this essay, spelt out the major characteristics 

(weaknesses included) of Chinese literary criticism, I must admit that 

because of the large number of critical works that are still extant, to 

provide a more fully rounded, better documented discussion of the sub

ject would require more thorough an ihvestigation than I think is called 

for for the purpose of the present exercise. The features of Chinese 

13)Cf. tUliat~i\t:?!l1i] (J2]ll1lilfIJ*5} r~~~H±Ill1l~il':t1f-t7;), 7C~r,,~ ~~t=+ 
~ (ggll1l~f1J *iAl1l$t~Jt~:t1f-t-) 
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literary criticism dwelt upon in this essay may not be all that could be 

discovered, but, they are, I think, the most conspicuous ones. 
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